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FACILITATOR EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Training: 4024-1602 Understanding ISO/IEC 17020 Facilitator(s): Ned Gravel 

Location: Eastern Coast of Demerara (ECD), Guyana Date: 27-29 June 2016 
 

Item Met Participant Needs? 
 1 

No 
2 3 

OK 
4 5 

Yes 
Course Objectives: √ as appropriate below 

Were you given the opportunity to help define them?   1 5 16 

Were they well defined?    6 16 

Were they achieved?   1 9 12 

Course Content:      
Was the material appropriate?   3 2 17 

Complexity   (1=too complex or too simpleßàPerfect=5)  1 5 7 9 

Was the material clear to you?   6 5 11 

Volume  (1=too much or not enoughßàPerfect=5)   4 6 12 

Did the handouts fit with this training - did they help?   2 5 15 

Facilitator Methods:      

Did the facilitator allow sufficient discussion?    1 21 

Did the facilitator encourage participation?    2 20 

Did the facilitator help bring out new group ideas?   1 4 17 

Did the facilitator help close out discussions?    5 17 

Would you accept this facilitator again?    1 21 

Catering and Facility:      

Was the seminar facility appropriate for the course?   2 3 17 

Was the lunch and breaks service acceptable?   2 2 18 

 
Participant Feedback MOTIVA Response 
• This course needs to be a bit longer or have a part 

2 where associated standards are discussed (e.g. 

17067 to develop schemes for 17020).  

• More time should be been available for the course.   

• I now better understand the standard.  But I would 

need more time to review it in my own environment 

Understood.  Most people taking this course should have 

some previous conformity assessment experience, and it is 

where the other standards co-exist with 17020 that caused the 

difficulty here. Inspection body professionals do not normally 

understand traceability of measurement (for example) as 

required by 17025 and the tests associated with an inspection 

decision.  The  

• Copies of the standard should be available for the 

participants. 

• Did not have a copy of the standard 

This has been passed to the organisation that arranged this 

course.  MOTIVA Training Inc does not hold the copyright to 

distribute these standards and only the organising agency 

undertook to ensure legitimate copies were available to all 

participants.  A glitch occurred the prevented that for this 

course so we improvised with what was available.   
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Participant Feedback MOTIVA Response 
Material was confusing to use at the beginning.  It would 

be more helpful to have simplified explanations of the 

clauses included in the training manual instead of just a 

repetition of the 17020 and P 15 requirements. 

The wording in the handbook is a paraphrase of the wording in 

the standard, and is expressed more simply than the standard.  

We will look at how to improve that. 

 
Other comments: 
• I was able to understand and implement 17020 more to initiate and encourage implementation 
• Ned was an excellent facilitator and provided an excellent workshop book. 
• The questions used on the slides to incite searching the standard were informative and clearly 

delivered. 
• Excellent facilitator. Thorough and very knowledgeable.  Able to impart knowledge. 
• Credit to the facilitator for the way in which the information was presented 


